Centre Panel Quilt
This simple pattern lends itself to any full width printed panel
Finished Size: 53" by 74"
Fabric Requirements
1 x 24" width printed panel
50cm first border
75cm second border
75cm third border
75cm fourth border
1m outer border
Instructions
1. Trim the panel edges straight.
2a. Cut four, 2" x width of fabric strips
from first border fabric.
b. Join one strip to sides of the panel
first and then top and bottom edges.
3a. Cut four, 5" x WOF strips from the
second border fabric and one 5" strip
from first border fabric.
b. Measure width of the quilt through
its centre and trim two of second border strips to this length. Set
these to one side.
c. Join a leftover strip to a whole strip and attach this strip to long
side of the quilt.
d. Do likewise with second long side.
e. Take 5" first border strip and cut four, 5" squares from it.
f. Join a square to each end of the second border strips that you
set aside earlier and then add these strips to the top and bottom of
the quilt, matching the seams in the corners.
4a. Take the third border fabric and cut five, 2" x WOF strips.
b. Join a strip to the top and bottom of the quilt and then join the
remaining strips together and attach these to the sides of the quilt.
5a. Take the fourth border fabric and cut five, 3½" x WOF strips.
Join these to the quilt in the same way, top and bottom borders
first.
b. Cut a 5½" x WOF strip from the remainder of this fabric and cut
four, 5½" squares from it.
6a. Take the outer border fabric and cut five, 5½" x WOF from it.
Note: You may need to cut one more strip.

b. Join two strips together and join this strip to one of the sides of
the quilt. Trim to fit. Repeat for the second side.
c. Measure the width of the quilt. Join a pair of strips together and
trim to this measurement.
d. Join a fourth border fabric square to each end of the strip and
then add to the top of the quilt, matching corner seams. Do
likewise for the bottom of the quilt.
7. Press all seams.
8. Quilt as desired.
9. Bind the edges once you have finished quilting with third border
fabric.
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